W e prove a Korovkin-type theorem on approximation of bivariate functions in the space of B-continuous functions (introduced by K. Bogel in 1934). As consequences, some sequences of uniformly approximating pseudopolynomials are obtained.
Introduction
We f i r s t r e c a l l some notations and d e f i n i t i o n s . Following Bogel [6,7, 
y) = f(x,y) -f(x,v) -f(u,y) + f(u,V) .
Let B(l) denote the space of a l l B-continuous and real-valued functions on 1 and, as usual, C(l) the space of continuous and r e a lvalued functions on i .
A B-continuous function i s not necessarily continuous (in the usual sense) , but the converse i s t r u e . Moreover, there i s an unbounded Bcontinuous function, which follows from the fact that for any function of the type f(x,y) = g(x) + h(y) one has A^ v fix,y) = 0 .
We shall c a l l Marchaud pseudopolynomials the functions introduced in Marchaud 1 s fundamental papers [7 5,76] , that i s functions of the type 5 4 C. Badea 
, 0 < t, < r , 0 < 3 < l , are generated. This particular instance was studied by Badea 
Further contributions to the approximation by this special sequence are due to Badea and Oprea [5] , and to Gonska [11] . There are other general methods Nicolescu's problem was solved by Badea [7] in 1973 using the Boolean sum approach mentioned and the above operators H . We note further that the result is, indeed, one in terms of Marchaud's product-type modulus (see Marchaud's paper [16] for details).
The purpose of this article is to prove a Korovkin-type theorem for convergence in the space B (i ), and thus to provide the reader with a variety of approximation processes which may be used to approximate Bcontinuous functions uniformly and arbitrarily well (for a Korovkin-type theorem in the smaller space C(i) , see for example Volkov [23] ).
The method of constructing these operators is to start off with n7"2 suitable positive linear mappings defined on Wand to transform them into a sequence of operators on Bu) which does the job. Our technique is similar to that of replacing the tensor product of two operators by their Boolean sum. As applications, further solutions for Nicolescu 1 s problem are given, among others.
A Lemma
We shall need the following auxiliary result. Satz 7 ] ) , t h a t i s f o r each e > 0 t h e r e i s a 6 ( e ) > 0 such t h a t f o r e v e r y (a; ,y ) , (x ,y ) e r~ with | x -x \ < 6(e) and l l / , " ! / , ! ^ 5 ( e ) w e h a v e :
Let e be a given p o s i t i v e r e a l number and (x,y) , (s ,t) 6 i
. We s h a l l i n v e s t i g a t e t h e f o l l o w i n g four s i t u a t i o n s :
( i ) |a:-s| < 5 ( e ) , \y-t\ < 6 ( e ) ;
( i i i ) |a;-s| > 6 ( e ) , \y-t\ < 6 ( e ) ;
In case ( i ) , u s i n g ( 2 . 1 ) we have
Now we consider case (ii) . Because f is B-continuous, there is (see [J
Lema]) a positive number M such that
From (2.3) and the second inequality of (ii) i t follows that
In case (iii) we obtain in a similar manner
.
From the two inequalities in (iv) and from (2.3) we get
C o n s e q u e n t l y , employing ( 2 . 2 ) , ( 2 . 4 ) , (2.5) and ( 2 . 6 ) , we have t h e f o l l o w i n g i n e q u a l i t y 
o x i m a t i o n i n B { ± )
We are now ready to prove the main result of this paper. Let us consider the following real-valued functions on i : 
THEOREM. Let {L }., (m,n) e N 3 be a sequence of positive linear

R -into functions of R operators transforming functions of R into functions of R such that for all (x,y) € I one has (i) L m n (e;x,y)
= 1 , (ii) L m^: x,y) = x + u^x.y) , (Hi) L m^-.x,y) = y + v^lx.y) , (iv) L (<)> 2 +it> 2 ; x,y) = x 2 + y 2 + w (*,£/) ,
where u ^(x^) , v ^(x,]!) and w ^(x.y) converge to zero uniformly on
Proof. If (x,y) 6 1 is fixed, then the B-continuity of / implies that of the function F('.*) = f(-,y) + fix,*) -/ ( • , * ) .
This i s a consequence o f t h e f a c t t h a t , f o r a l l ( u , V ) , ( s , t ) S i , one has
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A F ( s , t ) = -A f{s,t)
, independent of (x,y) £ i .
Hence U i s a well-defined linear operator on B(l ) .
Now l e t / £ B(i)
be a r b i t r a r i l y chosen, and l e t {x,y) S I and e > 0 be given. Because L i s a linear operator reproducing constant in fit functions we have
Furthermore, (3.2) \L m n (g;x,y)\ = max {L ^(g;x,y), L^ ^ (-g;x,y)} for every function g e B(l).
Applying t h i s equality to g(s,t) = A f(s,t)
and, further using the monotonicity of L and the lemma, we find (with C(e) = max{4(e) ,
5(e)}) the inequality
+ C(e) (y-*) 2 ;X,y) .
After some manipulation of (3.3) we arrive at the inequality
+y )L {e;x,y) .
Using the relations (i) through (iv) from the statement of the theorem we can write
ill f fL Til f iL ffl t rt
Letting m and n tend to infinity yields the desired result. 
Applications
In this section we shall show how the Korovkin-type theorem from the above section can be used to obtain pseudopolynomials which approximate B-continuous functions uniformly.
Boolean Sums of Bernstein-Stancu Operators
In his paper [2 7 , Theorem 4.1] Stancu studied the operators 
TTl fYl
Boolean Sums of Positive Linear Operators of Discrete Type
The example considered in 4.1 is a special instance of the more general case in which the operator L in the above theorem is the 
Concluding Remark
Further material on the subject discussed here, namely the uniform approximation of B-continuous functions (in a more general setting) , is contained in the thesis of Badea [4] . It should also be noted that the questions investigated here may be discussed from a quantitative point of view. This will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
